Please help us!!!

We need your warm financial support. !
April 6, 2011

This small welfare providing work institution for the mental patients was able to be established only at a far
far-off place from the city area. The reason was because it was pushed in the social prejudice that we could not
resist like the tsunami.

Many people are afraid of mental patients.

And many people are afraid what mental

patients are going to do.
The environment of this institution was not blessed because of the poor welfare system.
And this institution was attacked this time by a true tsunami.
A great tsunami generated by Great East Japan Earthquake of magnitude 9 at 14:46 on March 11, 2011 attacked
the Arahama district of Wakabayashi-ku, Sendai-shi. The wall tsunami of the dark water which exceeded 10
meters in height that began at about 3:40 attacked many times this institution "Green Studio Wakabayashi"
which was less than 700 meters in distance in a straight line from the shoreline. And the institution was
completely destroyed and disappeared in the sea like the seaweed.
However, seven members and four staff who visited here were able to escape from the difficulty thanks to an
daily fire drill, fortunately, without any hurt. And all the members were successful to have escaped from the
tsunami to a designated refuge.

Before the tsunami 2011.3.3 photo taken.

After the tsunami 2011.3.25 photo taken. Only foundation remained.

We want to appeal our situation now!
And we heartily want to ask for your help and financial support!
The people who visited this institution eagerly hopes that this institution is to be rebuilt.
For these people, we firmly made up our mind to rebuild this institution in the safer place in Sendai-shi.
Furthermore, we want to make the institution so that the institution can offer the facilities which many
handicapped people and their families want to use.
In addition, we want to make the institution so that the institution can support handicapped people to realize
that we are necessary human beings for society.
We need the good will help of many people to rebuild such an institution.
We would like to ask for your contribution in order to rebuild the institution to support mental patients and their
families in Sendai-shi.

Please transfer contribution of your good will to the following account.
Bank Name : The 77Bank,Ltd. (Swift Code:BOSSJPJT)
Office Name & Address: Head Office/3-3-20 Chuo,Aoba-ku,Sendai,Miyagi,Japan
Account Number: 100-7923911
Beneficiary’s Name: NPO Hohjin Midorikai Chief Director OZAKI Masamitsu
Beneficiary’s Address: 24-1 Eiwadai Izumi-ku,Sendai,Miyagi,Japan
NPO corporation Midori Kai (green society):
In 1988 Sendai-City Midori Kai (green society, mental patient family society) was established in Sendai-City
and became the NPO corporation (140 members) in 2003.

The similar studio is in Eiwa, Izumi-ku, Sendai-City

and there are two group homes of 15 member scales in other places of Sendai. Green studio Wakabayashi is a
small scale local activity center which was established by Midori Kai(green society) in 2002.
E-mail address about this matter: m-ozaki@seagreen.ocn.ne.jp

